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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on practically motivated flexibility requirements for the hierarchical access
control model, namely transitive exception and anti-symmetric exception. Additionally, we motivate a new
flexibility requirement called ‘‘class delegation with descendant(s) safety’’ in a practical application scenario.
We propose our extended hierarchical key assignment scheme (E-HKAS) that satisfies all three aforementioned
flexibility requirements in a dynamic hierarchy of security classes. To propose a generic E-HKAS, we model the
hierarchical access control policy as a collection of access groups. E-HKAS enforces transitive and antisymmetric exceptions using an efficient group-based encryption scheme. To enforce class delegation with
descendant(s) safety, we propose a novel cryptographic primitive called group proxy re-encryption (GPRE) that
supports proxy re-encryption between two access groups. We present an IND-CPA-secure construction of our
proposed GPRE scheme and formally prove its security. Performance analysis shows that the proposed E-HKAS
enforces explicit transitive and anti-symmetric exceptions more efficiently than the existing approaches in the
literature. Computation cost for key derivation is constant and does not depend on the depth of the hierarchy.
Also, to enforce class delegation with descendant(s) safety, the proposed E-HKAS requires constant number of
computational steps to be executed.
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1. Introduction
Cryptographic access control is for a data owner to enforce
desired access control policy on encrypted data. A data
owner, who can be an individual or a business organization
or a government agency, stores varying amounts of data on
a shared storage and manages access for a set of users in a
controlled manner. A data owner can specify in his policy
the authorized and unauthorized user(s) for each of his
shared data items. To preserve privacy, data items are
encrypted before storing. Cryptographic access control
enables the data owner to manage encryption keys of the
encrypted data items such that they are accessible to only
authorized users. Of all existing access control models,
hierarchical access control model is the most widely
studied one because of its natural suitability to most
organizational structures. In hierarchical access control
model, a set of users is divided into disjoint partitions
called security classes, which in turn are arranged to form
a partially ordered set (poset) under the relation ‘‘can
*For correspondence

access’’ [1]. Figure 1 depicts an example access hierarchy.
A security class SCi for i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7g, can access
all data encrypted for itself (reflexive). Additionally, SC1
can access data encrypted for SC2 but the reverse is not
allowed (anti-symmetric). SC1 can access SC2 and SC2 can
access SC4 means that SC1 can access SC4 (transitive). A
hierarchical key assignment scheme (HKAS) assigns
encryption keys of all security classes in the hierarchy such
that the three properties of the partial order ‘‘can access’’
are satisfied. Each security class can access/derive
encryption keys of all its descendant security classes using
a key derivation procedure. For a dynamic hierarchy, the
HKAS has procedures for securely handling dynamic
updates in access rights. In particular, if an edge ðSCj ; SCi Þ,
such that SCj can access SCi , is deleted then SCj should not
be able to access any of the future messages encrypted for
SCi and all its descendants. This is called forward secrecy.
If a new edge ðSCj ; SCi Þ, so that SCj can access SCi , is
added then SCj should be able to access all future messages
encrypted for SCi and its descendants but not the ones sent
prior to addition of the edge. This is called backward
secrecy.
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1. For a hierarchy of n classes and m edges, public storage
requirement is Oðn þ mÞ.
2. Number of secrets stored by a security class is constant
irrespective of the number of classes it can access.
3. Number of symmetric key operations required to derive
encryption key(s) of its descendant class(es) is upper
bounded by the depth of hierarchy, whereas number of
asymmetric key cryptography operations is constant.
4. Dynamic security is ensured by updating encryption keys
of classes descendant to the class incident to the edge
that is added or removed.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. A sample access hierarchy with directed edge
ðSCi ; SCj Þ indicating that SCi ‘‘can access’’ SCj . (a) Hasse diagram
of the sample access hierarchy. (b) Sample access hierarchy with
descriptive transitive edges (red-coloured).

It is noted in numerous works [2–4] that data owners may
not always want to enforce anti-symmetry and transitivity
restrictions globally. In practical application scenarios,
explicit policy exceptions may be desired in the hierarchy
by either extending the access rights of a security class or
by revoking their designated access to some data items or
both. These explicit policy exceptions include transitive
exception and anti-symmetric exception [5, 6]. In transitive
exception, SCi can access SCj and SCj can access SCk but
SCi cannot access SCk . In anti-symmetric exception, SCi
can access SCj and SCj can access SCi for SCi 6¼ SCj .
Policy exceptions add flexibility to the existing access
control model. Explicitly enforcing these policy exceptions
on the traditional hierarchical access control model in
selected parts of the hierarchy must not subject the data
owner to any substantial computation or storage overhead.
In particular, a scheme that enforces explicit transitive and
anti-symmetric exceptions with traditional hierarchical
access control must satisfy the following performance
requirements defined by Atallah et al [1] for a traditional
HKAS:

We stress that none of the previous works on hierarchical key assignment with explicit policy exceptions
(analysed in section 5.3) satisfy the aforementioned performance requirements. In this paper, we propose a novel
HKAS for dynamic hierarchies and term it as extended
hierarchical key assignment scheme (E-HKAS). E-HKAS
efficiently enforces hierarchical access control in a
dynamic hierarchy of security classes with explicit transitive and anti-symmetric exceptions in portions selected
by the data owner. Additionally, E-HKAS enforces
another practically motivated flexibility requirement
named class delegation with descendant(s) safety. Class
delegation with descendant(s) safety is a novel, practically
motivated flexibility requirement introduced in this paper.
It allows the data owner to temporarily delegate decryption rights of a security class SCi to another security class
SCj in such a way that SCj can access data encrypted
directly for SCi but cannot access data encrypted for any
of SCi ’s descendant security classes. For example in figure 1, class delegation with descendant(s) safety from SC6
to SC2 means that data intended directly for SC6 is
accessible to SC2 and SC1 . However, data intended for SC7
is accessible to neither SC2 nor SC1 . We point out later
that class delegation with descendant(s) safety cannot be
realized as a special case of transitive or anti-symmetric
exception. Also, if the data owner wishes, delegation with
descendant(s) safety can be revoked while preserving
dynamic security. In the following, we motivate class
delegation with descendant(s) safety in a practical application scenario. We also present an overview of the proposed approach to enforce class delegation with
descendant(s) safety with transitive and anti-symmetric
exceptions.

1.1 Motivation and problem description
We extend the scenario of distributed database system
considered in [3] to motivate the three explicit policy
exceptions, namely transitive exception, anti-symmetric
exception and delegation with descendant(s) safety.
1.1a Transitive exception: Suppose that there are users in
an organization that can access a query processor (QP).
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Each user has access to encryption key of its local QP.
The QP in turn has access to the encryption key(s), using
which the database tables are encrypted. However,
accessing the database tables directly by the users is
prohibited. Hence, there is no way the users can access
the encryption key used for encrypting the database
tables. The users issue their queries to QP, which obtains
the query result(s) from the tables in encrypted form,
decrypts the results and encrypts them again using its
own encryption key. The users can now decrypt the
results using encryption key of QP, to which they have
designated access. Hence, if users are modelled as SC1 ,
the QP as SC2 and database tables as SC3 , we require that
SC1 can access SC2 and SC2 can access SC3 but SC1
cannot access SC3 . Thus, transitive exception is desirable
in this scenario.
1.1b Anti-symmetric exception: Consider two distinct
sites, Site-1 and Site-2, of the same organization as in figure 2. Suppose that a user from Site-2 (modelled as SC4 )
wishes to access data that is not present locally but on Site1 of the distributed storage. The requesting user issues the
corresponding query to the local QP, QP2, modelled as
SC5 . Since the queried data is not available locally, QP2
forwards the query to the remote QP, QP1, modelled as
SC3 . Now, QP1 fetches the desired results from its local
database and encrypts them with its own encryption key
before sending them to QP2. In order for QP1 to access the
query results and make them available to users of Site-2,
QP2 must have access to QP1’s encryption key. Similarly,
if a request for data stored at Site-2 is initiated by users on
Site-1, QP1 is required to access QP2’s encryption key to
serve the request. Since both SC2 and SC5 access each
other, anti-symmetric exception is a desirable feature in this
scenario.
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1.1c Class delegation with descendant(s) safety: In the
distributed database system example discussed earlier,
suppose that users of Site-2 (SC4 ) are allowed to temporarily access database tables encrypted and stored on
Site-1. Also, suppose that after the specified duration,
decryption rights of users of Site-2 for data stored on Site-1
are revoked. Trivially, this can be achieved by securely
transmitting encryption key of QP1 (SC2 ) to QP2 (SC5 ).
Also, to revoke the delegation, the data owner updates the
encryption key of QP1. However, if there are N sites,
performing secure key transfer every time a delegation
request arrives can cause significant performance overhead
on the data owner.
Hence, to circumvent the need for secure transmission of
encryption keys for each request, the data owner gives out
some public information, using which any semi-trusted
entity can transform data encrypted for QP1 (SC2 ) in such a
way that it can be accessed by QP2 (SC5 ). This ciphertext
transformation, carried out by any semi-trusted entity,
causes no threat to privacy of the data or key material of the
two QPs. Moreover, transformation of data encrypted under
QP1’s encryption key means that encrypted database
tables cannot be transformed using the public information
(descendant(s) safety). When the delegation has to be
revoked, QP1 updates its encryption key to prevent QP2
from accessing any future encryptions. In this way, class
delegation with descendant(s) safety does not require the
data owner to carry out secure transmission of encryption
key(s).
Since entities are modelled as security classes, we
state the problem of class delegation with descendant(s) safety as follows. Data intended directly to SC2
is temporarily accessible to SC4 and all those classes
that have designated access to SC4 . However, SC4
cannot access the data encrypted for any of SC2 ’s
descendants.

1.2 Overview of the solution
The proposed E-HKAS enforces transitive exceptions, antisymmetric exceptions and class delegation with descendant(s) safety while ensuring that all desirable performance
requirements are satisfied. In this section, we present an
overview of our proposed approach and informally discuss
the cryptographic primitives used for design of the proposed E-HKAS.
We propose to view a hierarchical access control policy
P as a collection of access groups, one per security class.
Access group Gi corresponding to a class SCi contains as its
members each security class SCj such that SCj can access
SCi , that is
Gi ¼ fSCi g [ fSCj : SCj can access SCi g:
Figure 2. Distributed database system scenario.

ð1Þ

If the partial order ‘‘can access’’ is denoted by ‘‘’’, we
have
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Gi ¼ fSCi g [ fSCj : SCi  SCj g:
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ð2Þ

Suppose eki is the encryption key corresponding to class
SCi in the hierarchy. To enforce hierarchical access control
policy, the data owner uses group-based encryption
scheme [7] for encrypting eki using group pubic key of Gi
and stores the resulting ciphertext Ci on the public bulletin.
The fundamental property of group-based encryption is that
all encryptions under a group’s public key can be decrypted
using individual secret keys of the group’s current members. Also, a non-member learns nothing about the message
encrypted for the group. Thus, each class SCj 2 Gi can
download Ci from the public bulletin, and decrypt it using
its individual secret key to obtain eki . This requires a single
decryption operation.
Hierarchical access control policy P for hierarchy of
figure 1 is the set P ¼ fG1 ; G2 ; G3 ; G4 ; G5 ; G6 ; G7 g where
G1 ¼fSC1 g; G2 ¼ fSC1 ; SC2 g; G3 ¼ fSC1 ; SC2 ; SC3 g;
G4 ¼fSC1 ; SC2 ; SC4 ; SC5 ; SC6 g; G5 ¼ fSC5 g;
G6 ¼fSC5 ; SC6 g; G7 ¼ fSC5 ; SC6 ; SC7 g:
Transitive exception: Suppose that the data owner wishes to
enforce explicit transitive exception by denying access of
SC4 to SC1 , that is, despite the fact that SC4  SC2 and
SC2  SC1 the data owner wants to enforce SC4  SC1 . To
accomplish this, the data owner removes SC1 from G4 . As a
result, the updated access control policy in terms of access
groups is P 0 ¼ fG1 ; G2 ; G3 ; G04 ; G5 ; G6 ; G7 g where
G04 ¼ fSC2 ; SC4 g.
Anti-symmetric exception: To enforce anti-symmetric
exception in the original hierarchy of figure 1, such that
both SC1  SC3 and SC3  SC1 hold, the data owner adds a
new member SC3 to the existing access group G1 . The
resulting updated access control policy P 00 ¼ fG001 ; G2 ; G3 ;
G4 ; G5 ; G6 ; G7 g where G001 ¼ fSC1 ; SC3 g.
Class delegation with descendant(s) safety: Consider that
a data owner wants to enforce class delegation with
descendant(s) safety in the hierarchy of figure 1 so that SC1
and SC2 can access for a finite duration of time, data
encrypted for SC6 but not the data intended for any of SC6 ’s
descendants, namely SC7 in this case. Although SC4 is a
descendant of SC6 , since it is also a descendant of SC2 in
the original hierarchy, it continues to be accessible to SC2 .
We extend the notion of group encryption to group proxy
re-encryption (GPRE). We apply the proposed GPRE
primitive to enforce class delegation with descendant(s)
safety with constant computation overhead on the data
owner [8]. Proxy re-encryption (PRE) is a cryptographic
primitive that enables a delegator A to output a re-encryption key RKA!B that can be used by any semi-trusted entity,
called proxy, to transform ciphertext encrypted for A into
one that can be decrypted using B’s secret key. This process
of transforming the ciphertext is called re-encryption [9].
The proxy does not learn anything about the underlying
plaintext or secret key(s) of the communicating parties (A

and B). In GPRE, a ciphertext encrypted for group Gi can
be re-encrypted using a GPRE key RKi!j such that the reencrypted ciphertext can be decrypted by members of
another group Gj using their individual secret keys. In the
example scenario of figure 1, if the data owner outputs
group re-encryption key RK6!2 , data encrypted for group
G6 can be re-encrypted such that it can be decrypted by
members of G2 , i.e., SC1 and SC2 . However, data
encrypted under group public keys of G7 cannot be
decrypted successfully by SC1 or SC2 . Thus, by
employing GPRE, the data owner achieves class delegation with descendant(s) safety by computing a group
re-encryption key, which costs him a constant number of
computation steps.
In view of the discussion presented earlier, a data owner
can enforce all explicit policy exceptions in the dynamic
hierarchy either through constant number of group update
operations (transitive and anti-symmetric exceptions) or by
outputting a single group re-encryption key (delegation
with descendant(s) safety). In the following, we list desirable performance requirements of the group-based
encryption scheme suitable for extension as GPRE
scheme and application in hierarchical access control with
explicit policy exceptions.
1. Constant group public storage: Access control policy
for a hierarchy of n classes is viewed as a collection of
n access groups. Thus, O(1) public parameters per
access group amount to O(n) overall public storage
overhead.
2. Constant-length secret key of members with overlapped
membership: It is clear from the solution overview that a
security class can be a member of multiple access
groups. Thus, the underlying group encryption
scheme must allow overlapped group membership for
group members. However, it must not require the
members to store anything apart from a constant-length
secret key.
3. Group update operations with constant re-keying cost:
Underlying group encryption scheme must feature group
update operations with constant computation overhead.
The group encryption scheme proposed by Koti and
Purushothama [7] satisfies all performance requirements
given earlier. We extend their scheme by providing our reencryption functions and propose a concrete GPRE scheme.
We use our concrete GPRE to explicitly enforce all three
policy exceptions in a dynamic hierarchy.

2. Related works
In this section, we review important HKAS solutions for
traditional hierarchies. Also, we analyse the existing HKAS
solutions designed specifically for enforcing explicit policy
exceptions in addition to hierarchical access control.
Finally, we briefly discuss performance enhancements of
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our proposed E-HKAS features with respect to the analysed
HKAS, with and without explicit policy exceptions.
Akl and Taylor [10] proposed an early notion of key
management for access hierarchies where some users can
access more (encrypted) data than others. In particular, keys
are assigned such that users higher in the hierarchy can
obtain secret keys of the ones lower down in the hierarchy
through series of symmetric decryptions and hash computations. Suitable for only static access hierarchies, the
scheme proposed by Akl and Taylor [10] requires users
higher in the hierarchy to store more number of keys
compared with the ones lower in the hierarchy. Later,
Sandhu [11] proposed a hierarchical access control solution
based on one-way hash functions. However, this
scheme also requires classes to store non-constant number
of secrets. Likewise, different HKAS solutions [12–15]
were proposed aimed at enhancing practical applicability,
scalability and security. However, all of them are suitable for static hierarchies and require different numbers of
class secrets to be stored by different security classes in the
hierarchy. A dynamic hierarchical access control
scheme that satisfies the forward and backward secrecy
requirements was first proposed by Hui and Chin [16].
However, dynamic procedures of their scheme require
updating public parameters corresponding to all the security
classes in the hierarchy.
Security notions and concrete performance requirements
for a HKAS were formalized by Atallah et al [1], who also
proposed their key assignment scheme, which satisfies all
the requirements defined therein. Their scheme is based on
symmetric encryption and hash functions and requires
constant-length secrets to be stored by all security classes.
The key derivation function requires steps linear in the
depth of the hierarchy. Majority of HKAS proposed afterwards are proved to be secure under the formal security
notions named ‘‘key indistinguishability’’ (KI) or ‘‘key nonrecoverability’’ given by Atallah et al [1]. Odelu et al [17]
proposed a HKAS in public-key cryptography setting that
uses linear polynomials and elliptic curve cryptography
(ECC). Their scheme is proved to be secure against key
recovery (KR) under various practical attack scenarios.
Another HKAS by Odelu et al [18] employs only symmetric encryption primitives and one-way hash functions.
Unlike other previously proposed ECC-based schemes,
their scheme is secure against man-in-the-middle attack.
Also, it requires constant number of secrets to be stored by
each class with linear overall public storage requirement.
Chen et al [19] designed a HKAS that uses multi-hop PRE
schemes. Their scheme is computationally expensive
because of the use of multi-linear maps. Each class has to
rely on a third-party computation service provider for carrying out O(d) transformations on the ciphertext intended
for a class until it becomes ciphertext intended for any
superior class. All these transformations involve computation of multi-linear maps. Tang et al [20] proposed an
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elegant scheme involving vectors and linear geometry
where each class in the system has public and private keys
in the form of key vectors. Encryption key of the descendant classes can be derived using inner product of the
vector associated with the private key of the class and that
with the public key of its descendants. Their scheme requires Oðn2 Þ public storage overhead for n security classes
and O(d) computation cost for key derivation. The HKAS
by Pareek and Purushothama [21] is based on transformation of ciphertext, which requires only one transformation
instead of O(d). In particular, their scheme requires operations on public transformation keys attached to each edge
on a path between the two classes. These operations are
computationally more efficient than repeated ciphertext
transformation using multi-linear mappings. Chen and
Tzeng [22] proposed another HKAS that achieves constant
key derivation cost irrespective of the depth of the hierarchy. Their scheme is proved to be secure under the KI
model based on the security of Broadcast Encryption and
unforgeable one-time signature employed by them. However, it requires Oðn2 Þ public storage. Arguably, in some
special cases, dynamic updates in their scheme require
updating the whole hierarchy. HKAS solutions reviewed so
far are meant for enforcing strict hierarchical access control
policies. None of them allows any exception(s) to hierarchical access control policy in any part of the hierarchy.
In many organizations, the access structure is such that
the traditional hierarchical model does not suffice. With an
objective to allow hierarchical policy exceptions in selected
parts of the hierarchy, Yeh, Chow and Newman proposed
what is famously known as the YCN scheme [2, 3]. The
YCN scheme is a static key assignment scheme, which
enhances the scheme by Akl and Taylor [10] to enforce
explicit policy exceptions in addition to traditional hierarchical access control. The YCN scheme restructures the
whole hierarchy (assign new public parameters to edges
and nodes) every time it enforces a new policy exception.
Their scheme is for static hierarchies and lacks formal
security analysis. Moreover, it has been proved to be
insecure by Hwang [23], who provided a counter-evidence
to show that even a descendant security class can decrypt
ciphertext intended for a given security class. Lin et al [4]
proposed a secure and flexible HKAS to allow transitive
and anti-symmetric exceptions in the traditional hierarchical access control model. However, the key derivation
procedure of their scheme requires O(d) modulo exponentiation/multiplication operations to be performed for a
hierarchy of depth d. Chang and Chang [5] improved Lin
et al’s scheme [4] and proposed a tolerant HKAS for
dynamic hierarchies with transitive and anti-symmetric
exceptions. Their scheme is called tolerant HKAS because
it is possible to ‘‘securely’’ update secret key of any given
class without having to update the secret(s) of any other
class(es). However, their scheme [5] requires Oðn2 Þ public
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storage and features inefficient dynamic update operations,
which require public parameters corresponding to all
ancestors as well as all descendants of the affected security
class to be updated by the data owner. In 2015, Chang [6]
proposed another flexible HKAS with the same motivation
of enforcing explicit transitive and anti-symmetric exceptions in a traditional access hierarchy. The scheme in [6]
uses ECC and efficient one-way hash functions to achieve
constant key derivation cost. However, storage cost of
implementing the scheme is Oðn2 Þ for a hierarchy of
n classes. Also, dynamic update(s) requires the data owner
to update public keys of all descendant as well as ancestor
security classes of the affected security class.
We observe three common drawbacks of all the HKAS
solutions discussed earlier for dynamic hierarchies with
explicit exceptions. Firstly, they require information regarding
the explicit exceptions at the time of setting up of the system.
On the contrary, it may be desired that these exceptions are
enforced in an on-demand manner after initial key assignment.
Secondly, none of the aforementioned schemes have been
analysed from the point-of-view of time required to enforce
the explicit policy exceptions at the run-time. Thirdly, none of
the aforementioned flexible HKAS solutions satisfies efficiency requirements defined by Atallah et al [1] originally for
HKAS in the traditional scenario (see section 1.2). With these
three issues as motivation, we propose our E-HKAS that
enforces explicit policy exceptions in an on-demand manner
using procedures that run in constant time while satisfying
efficiency requirements desirable for HKAS without policy
exceptions. Additionally, we identify new practically motivated flexibility requirement for HKAS, called class delegation with descendant(s) safety (see section 1.1), which is
featured by the proposed E-HKAS apart from transitive and
anti-symmetric exceptions.

2.1 Our contributions
In light of the motivation and performance issues with
existing flexible HKAS solutions, we summarize the contributions of our paper as follows.
1. We propose a novel cryptographic primitive called
E-HKAS. In addition to hierarchical access control
policy, E-HKAS also enforces transitive and anti-symmetric exceptions, in parts of the hierarchy chosen by the
data owner, in an on-demand manner. In addition,
E-HKAS also enforces a practically motivated novel
policy exception for access hierarchies called class
delegation with descendant(s) safety.
2. We propose to express the hierarchical access control
policy as a collection of access groups and employ
GPRE to propose generic E-HKAS.
3. A GPRE scheme is a cryptographic primitive formalized in
this paper, which supports PRE between two access groups.
We provide a system model and IND-CPA security
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definitions for GPRE. We extend an efficient group
encryption scheme [7] to propose a concrete provably
secure construction of the proposed GPRE scheme.
4. Finally, we present concrete construction of the proposed
E-HKAS by employing procedures of the proposed
GPRE scheme. The proposed concrete E-HKAS features
constant key derivation cost, requires constant computational effort to enforce explicit policy exceptions and
linear overall public storage overhead. Also, it satisfies
KI and forward/backward security requirements.

3. E-HKAS
In this section, we define the system model for E-HKAS. First,
we present a brief description of group encryption and HKAS.
Then we extend the group encryption primitive to GPRE and
present the system model and security notions of GPRE.

3.1 Preliminaries
Definition 1 (Group encryption scheme): A group
encryption scheme for a set of groups G ¼ fG1 ; G2 ; . . .;
GN g such that 8i; j 2 f1; 2; . . .; Ng : Gi \ Gj 6¼ / is defined
as a collection of procedures CG ¼ fSetGroup; KeyGen;
Enc; Dec; GroupJoin; GroupLeaveg:
1. SetGroups ð1k Þ ! {params, MSK, MPK, 8ui 2 G1
[. . . [ GN : ski }: Takes security parameter k as input and
outputs the system parameters params, master publicsecret keys and secret keys ski corresponding to each
user ui in the entire population of users.
2. KeyGen(params ; AÞ ! fPKA ; SKA g: Takes params
and index A as input and outputs public-secret key-pair
(PKA ; SKA ) corresponding to the group GA .
3. Enc ðPKA ; mÞ ! CA : Encrypts message m intended for
GA under the group’s public key PKA .
4. Dec ðski ; CA Þ ! m: Decrypts the ciphertext CA of a
message m under PKA using secret key ski of a member
ui 2 G A .
5. GroupJoin(A, i): Adds a new user ui to the group GA so that
it can use Dec ðski ; CA Þ to decrypt all future encryptions for
GA but not the ones sent prior to ui ’s joining.
6. GroupLeave(A, i): Removes an existing member ui
from the group GA and after ui is removed, it cannot
decrypt any future encryptions for GA (under PKA ).
Definition 2 (HKAS): A HKAS for a collection S ¼ fSC1 ;
SC2 ; . . .; SCn g of security classes arranged under the partial
order  is defined as a collection PðS;Þ ¼ {Initialize,
Derive, EdgeDelete, EdgeNew} defined as follows.
1. Initialize(1k )! fpar; f8SCi 2 S; ðpki ; ski Þgg: Initializes
the system by generating global parameters and keypairs (pki ; ski ) for each security class SCi 2 S.
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2. Derive(ski ; SCj ): If SCi  SCj , then outputs ?. Otherwise, outputs symmetric encryption key ekj of class SCj .
3. EdgeDelete ðSCi ; SCj Þ: Deletes an edge ðSCi ; SCj Þ from
the hierarchy where SCi  SCj such that SCi and no SCl
for SCl  SCi can access future encryptions of SCj .
4. EdgeNew ðSCi ; SCj Þ: Adds a new edge ðSCi ; SCj Þ to the
hierarchy where SCi  SCj such that SCi and all SCl for
SCl  SCi can access future encryptions of SCj .

3.2 Proposed E-HKAS
Definition 3 (extended hierarchical key assignment): If
SCi  SCj denotes SCi as descendant of SCj or that SCj 6¼
SCi and SCj can access SCi , we define E-HKAS as a collection of algorithms PH
ðS;Þ ¼ PðS;Þ [ {ExcepTrans,
UnExcepTras, ExcepAS, UnExcepAS, Delegate,
UnDelegate} defined as follows.
1. ExcepTrans ðSCi ; SCj ; SCk Þ: If SCi  SCj  SCk , for
SCi ; SCj ; SCk 2 S, updates the hierarchy so that transitive exception SCi §SCk holds despite SCi  SCj and
SCj  SCk . No future encryption intended for SCi is
accessible to SCk .
2. UnExcepTrans ðSCi ; SCj ; SCk Þ: Revokes a transitive
exception tuple (SCi  SCj , SCj  SCk , SCi §SCk ) such
that SCi  SCk and SCk can access all future encryptions intended for SCi but not the ones sent prior to
revocation.
3. ExcepAS ðSCi ; SCj Þ: If SCi  SCj holds, updates the
hierarchy such that SCj  SCi also holds and SCi can
access all future encryptions intended for SCj .
4. UnExcepAS ðSCi ; SCj Þ: Revokes the anti-symmetric
exception tuple ðSCi  SCj ; SCj  SCi Þ such that SCi
can access no future encryptions intended for SCj .
5. Delegate(SCi ; SCj ): Delegates decryption rights of a
class SCi to a class SCj such that all future encryptions
intended for SCi can be accessed by SCj . However,
data encrypted for no SCk such that SCk  SCi and
SCk §SCj in the original hierarchy can be decrypted by
SCj .
6. UnDelegate(SCi ; SCj ): Consider a class delegation with
descendant(s) safety from SCi to SCj . This procedure
revokes this delegation so that no future encryptions
directly intended for SCi can be decrypted by SCj .
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for re-encrypting the ciphertext CA intended for GA into
the one intended for GB .
2. ReEnc ðRKA!B ; CA Þ ! CB : This procedure takes
RKA!B and the ciphertext CA of group GA as input and
transforms it such that it can be decrypted by members of
GB using Dec ðski ; CB Þ where ski is the member’s
individual secret key.
Security of proposed GPRE: We define security of GPRE
with respect to a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT)
adversary A ¼ ðA0 ; A1 Þ, which works in two phases,
namely query phase (A0 ) and challenge phase (A1 ).
$

Throughout the rest of the paper, notation a B indicates
that a is selected uniformly at random from set B.
In the query phase, A0 queries the oracles
Okh ; Okc ; Ork ; Oe ; Or . The oracle Okh ðiÞ ! PKi outputs
group public key of a group Gi . Okc ðiÞ ! ðPKi ; SKi Þ
outputs group public-secret key-pair of Gi . Ork ði; jÞ !
RKi!j outputs re-encryption key from Gi to Gj subject to
the condition that either none or both of them should
have been queried over Okc . Oe ðPKi ; mÞ ! Ci outputs
encryption under Gi ’s public key of any arbitrary
message m. Lastly, Or ðRKi!j ; Ci Þ ! Cj outputs re-encryption of ciphertext Ci into ciphertext intended for Gj ,
that is Cj .
In the challenge phase, A1 outputs two plaintext
messages M0 , M1 of same length and an index A of the
target group GA . The challenger C challenges A with a
$

challenge ciphertext CA ¼ Enc ðPKA ; Md Þ for d f0; 1g.
A outputs its best guess d 0 and wins the game (breaks the
security of GPRE scheme) if d 0 ¼ d.
Consider the following security game between challenger C and adversary A.
Experiment Exp CPA
ð1k Þ
CH ;A
G

1. params
Setup ð1k Þ.
2. Query-phase:
ðfPKA g; fðPKC ; SKC Þg; fRKA!B g; A ; M0 ; M1 ; st)
Ok ð:Þ;Ok ð:Þ;Ork ð:;:Þ;Oe ð:;:Þ;Or ð:;:Þ

c
ðparamsÞ, for GA ; GB ;
A0 h
GC ; GA 2 G and st, the state information.

$

3. Select a bit d f0; 1g.
4. CA
Enc ðPKA ; Md Þ:
5. Guess phase:
d0

Okh ð:Þ;Okc ð:Þ;Ork ð:;:Þ;Oe ð:;:Þ;Or ð:;:Þ

A1

ðparams; CA ; stÞ.

0

6. Return d .
Advantage of A in the game defined earlier is given as

3.3 Proposed GPRE scheme
Definition 4 (GPRE): A GPRE is defined as a collection
CH
G ¼ CG [ {ReKeyGen, ReEnc}.
1. ReKeyGen ðSKA ; SKB Þ ! RKA!B : Takes the secret key
SKA of a delegator group and secret key SKB of the
delegatee group to produce the re-encryption key RKA!B



 Pr½ExpCPA
ð1k Þ ¼ 1jd ¼ 0 
CH
;A


G


k
AdvINDGPRECPA
ð1
Þ
¼
:

H
CG ;A


CPA
  Pr½Exp H ð1k Þ ¼ 1jd ¼ 1 
CG ;A

Alternatively

235
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AdvINDGPRECPA
ð1k Þ ¼ j2 Pr½d0 ¼ d  1j:
CH ;A

– Compute s ¼

G

The proposed GPRE scheme CH
G is said to be secure under
IND-GPRE-CPA security if AdvINDGPRECPA
ð1k Þ
CH ;A
G

 neglðkÞ.

eðs6 ; c2 Þ:eðb; c3 Þ
c1
and M ¼ .
eða; c2 Þ
s

Correctness
• If ui 2 GA then
ri  wA mod ri
¼ ri  ða  r1 
¼ KA

4. Our concrete construction of GPRE scheme

a ¼ hri gri KA

In this section, we present our concrete GPRE scheme. For
this, we extend the group encryption scheme by Koti and
Purushothama [7]. Also, we prove security of our proposed
GPRE under IND-GPRE-CPA.

b ¼ ha2

1

s¼

 ri 

 rnA Þ  KA mod ri

1
ðri KA1 Þ a1 a1
2 ri KA

g

eðs6 ; c2 Þ:eðb; c3 Þ
¼ eðg; PKA1 Þt :
eða; c2 Þ

c1 Meðg; PKA1 Þt
¼
¼ M.
s
eðg; PKA1 Þt
• Otherwise, if ui 62 GA then
ri  wA modQri
¼ ri  ða  rj Þ  KA mod ri
Finally,

4.1 Nishat et al’s group encryption scheme [7]
Considering that each group GA consists of nA number of
members, Nishat et al’s group encryption can be re-written
as follows.
1. SetGroups: Outputs (params, MSK, MPK, 8ui : ski ):
– Computes the tuple params ¼ ðp; G1 ; G2 ; g; hÞ where p
is a sufficiently large prime, G1 ; G2 are the cyclic groups
of order p and g, h are distinct generators of G1 .
$

– Computes MSK ¼ fa1 ; a2 g where ða1 ; a2 Þ ðZp Þ2 .
– Computes MPK ¼ fga1 ; ga2 g.
– For each ui , computes ski ¼ fs1 ; s2 ; s3 ; s4 ; s5 ; s6 ; s7 g as
follows:
– Select a random ri

$

Zp .
1

1

– Compute s1 ¼ hri , s2 ¼ gri , s3 ¼ s1 a2 ¼ hri a2 ,
1
1
s4 ¼ ga1 ri a2 , s5 ¼ ha2 , s6 ¼ g:hri and s7 ¼ ri .
2. KeyGen: Outputs group public key PKA ¼ ðPKA1 ; PKA2 Þ:
– For each group GA , computes PKA ¼ ðPKA1 ; PKA2 Þ:
– Choose a group secret key SKA ¼ KA

$

Zp such that
$

KA \ri ; 8 i 2 f1; . . .; nA g and choose a Zp .
– Compute and publish wA ¼ ða  r1 
 rnA Þ 
KA .
– Compute PKA ¼ fPKA1 ¼ ga1 KA ; PKA2 ¼ ga2 KA g.
3. Enc: Outputs ciphertext CA ¼ ðc1 ; c2 ; c3 Þ for group GA :
$

– Choose t Zp and output the ciphertext CA ¼ ðc1 ; c2 ;
c3 Þ of message M intended for the group GA where
c1 ¼ eðg; PKA1 Þt M; c2 ¼ ðh:PKA1 Þt andc3 ¼ ðPKA2 Þt .
4. Dec: Decrypts CA using secret key ski of a user ui 2 GA :
– Compute KA ¼ ri  wA mod ri .
– Compute a ¼ s1 ðs2 Þ

KA

and b ¼

s3 ðs4 ÞKA
ðs5 ÞKA

1

1

.

j6¼i

6 KA .
¼
Hence, decryption is not correct if ui 62 GA .
5. GroupJoin: Consider that a new user uðnA þ1Þ joins GA :
$

– Choose ðKA0 ; a0 Þ ðZp Þ2 such that KA0 \ri ; 8 i 2
f1; . . .; ðnA þ 1Þg.
0
0
– Compute PKA0 ¼ ðPKA0 1 ¼ ga1 KA ; PKA0 2 ¼ ga2 KA Þ.
 rðnA þ1Þ  KA0 .
– Publish w0a ¼ a0  r1  r2 
All future encryptions for GA are encrypted under
updated group public key PKA0 .
Backward secrecy
Since unA þ1 2 GA ,
rnA þ1  w0A mod rnA þ1
¼ rnA þ1  ða0  r1  r2 
 rðnA þ1Þ  KA0 Þ mod rnA þ1
0
¼ KA .
Hence, unA þ1 can obtain the correct updated secret
KA0 . Therefore, it can decrypt all future encryptions under
PKA0 .
6. GroupLeave: Consider that user unA leaves GA :
$

– Choose ðKA0 ; a0 Þ ðZp Þ2 such that KA0 \ri ; 8 i 2
f1; . . .; ðnA  1Þg.
0
0
– Compute PKA0 ¼ ðPKA0 1 ¼ ga1 KA ; PKA0 2 ¼ ga2 KA Þ.
 rðnA 1Þ  KA0 .
– Publish w0a ¼ a0  r1  r2 
All future encryptions for GA are encrypted under
updated group public key PKA0 .
Forward secrecy
Since unA 62 GA ,
rnA  w0A mod rnA
Q
¼ rnA  ða0 
rj Þ  KA0 mod rnA
j6¼nA

6¼ KA0 .
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Hence, unA cannot obtain the correct updated secret KA0 .
Therefore, it cannot decrypt the future encryptions under
PKA0 .

To design our re-encryption function, we consider that
component h of the MPK initialized in the SetGroup procedure is defined as h ¼ gx for some master-secret component x 2 Zp . Hence, for our re-encryption function,
MSK ¼ MSK [ fxg.
1. ReKeyGen: For a pair of groups GA and GB , outputs reð1Þ
ð2Þ
ð1Þ
encryption key RKA!B ¼ ðrkA!B ; rkA!B ; rkA!B Þ where
ð1Þ

rkA!B ¼ KA1 KB
ð2Þ

rkA!B ¼ ðx þ a1 KA Þ1 ðx þ a1 KB Þ
ð3Þ

2. ReEnc: Outputs
ðc1 ; c2 ; c3 Þ where

1

On V-DDH input ðg; ga ; gas ; gak ; TÞ 2 G61 , B sets up the
GPRE world. If T ¼ gks , B outputs l ¼ 0; otherwise, B
outputs l ¼ 1. The interaction between A and B is
described as follows.
$

4.2 Our re-encryption function

rkA!B ¼ gða2 KA Þ

a1 ðKB KA Þ

re-encrypted

Set-up phase: B randomly selects w; x; t Zp and sets
g1 ¼ gt , g2 ¼ gw , g3 ¼ gw1 and h ¼ gx1 .
Query phase I: Adversary A issues queries to B as follows.
• Okh queries: For each queried group GA , B responds with
A
the group public key PKA ¼ ðPKA1 ¼ gaK
1 ; PKA2 ¼
aKA
g3 Þ and stores aKA as the group GA ’s secret key. B
makes the entry ðcA ¼ 0; PKA ; SKA Þ to K list .
• Okc queries: For a corrupted group GA , B outputs SKA ¼
A
aKA and PKA ¼ ðPKA1 ¼ gaKA ; gaK
2 Þ. B gives both PKA
and SKA to A and stores ðcA ¼ 1; PKA ; SKA Þ to K list .
• Ork queries: For pair GA ; GB , B outputs RKA!B as
follows.

:

– If ðcA ¼ 1 ^ cB ¼ 1Þ _ ðcA ¼ 0 ^ cB ¼ 0Þ, output:
ciphertext

CB ¼

ð1Þ

ðaKB ÞðaKA Þ1 ¼ KB KA1 ¼ RKA!B

ð3Þ

ð2Þ

ðx þ aKA Þ1 ðx þ aKB Þ ¼ RKA!B

ð3Þ

c1 ¼ c1 eðc3 ; rkA!B Þ
1

¼ eðg; gÞa1 KA t Meðga2 KA t ; gða2 KA Þ
¼ Meðg; g

235

a1 KB t

Þ ¼ Meðg; PKB1 Þ

a1 ðKB KA Þ

Þ

1

ðg2 ÞðaKA Þ

t

ðaKB aKA Þ

1

¼ gðwaKA Þ

aðKB KA Þ

ð4Þ
ð3Þ

¼ RKA!B :
ð5Þ

ð2Þ

c2 ¼ ðc2 ÞrkA!B
¼ ðgx ga1 KA Þðxþa1 KA Þ
ð1Þ

1

ðxþa1 KB Þ
1

c3 ¼ ðc3 ÞrkA!B ¼ ðga2 tKB ÞKA

KB

It is trivial to verify that re-encryption key components computed using information in B’s view are
indeed valid.
– Otherwise, output ?.

¼ ðhga1 KB Þt ¼ ðhPKB1 Þt
¼ ðgÞa2 KB t ¼ ðPKB2 Þt :

CB obtained earlier is of the same form as the output
of Enc ðPKB ; MÞ. Hence, it can be decrypted using
Dec ðski ; CB Þ where ui is a legitimate member of
group GB .

• Or queries: Since all re-encryption keys generated in
Ork phase are valid, B replies to Or queries with the
output of ReEnc ðrkA!B ; MÞ for any query plaintext
message M.
h

4.3 Security of the proposed GPRE scheme

Challenge phase: When A wishes to end query phase I, it
selects two equal-length messages M0 ; M1 and sends them

We establish IND-GPRE-CPA security of the proposed
GPRE scheme in the following theorem.

to B. B chooses a random bit d f0; 1g and generates the
challenge ciphertext CAH as follows:

Theorem 1. The proposed GPRE scheme is secure
under IND-GPRE-CPA of Definition 4 given that V-Decisional Diffie–Hellman (V-DDH) assumption [7] is
$

$

cH
1 ¼ Md eðg; TÞ
aKAH s=at

¼ eðg; gKAH s ÞMd ¼ eðg; g1

Md ¼ eðg; PKAH Þr Md
1

ð1þaKx Þ

intractable, that is, for g 2 G1 ; x; y; z; 2 Zp and Q G1 ,
the distributions ðg; gx ; gxy ; gxz ; gyz Þ and (g, gx ; gxy ; gxz ;
Q) are computationally indistinguishable for a PPT
algorithm.

cH
2

Proof. Let A be a PPT adversary that has non-negligible
advantage  in attacking the proposed GPRE scheme in the
sense of definition IND-GPRE-CPA. We construct another
PPT adversary B using A to break the V-DDH assumption
also with non-negligible probability.

w
cH
3 ¼ ðTÞ

¼ ðTÞ

Þ

¼ ðgsKAH Þ

AH

ð1þaKx Þ
AH

sKA =t

¼ ðgsKA Þðgsx=a Þ ¼ ðg1

A s=at
¼ ðgx1 Þs=at ðgaK
Þ
¼
1

aK
ðhg1 AH Þs=at

aKAH w s=at

¼ ðgsKAH Þw ¼ ðg1

Þ

¼ ðhPKAH Þr

¼ ðPKAH Þr :

H H
CAH ¼ ðcH
1 ; c2 ; c3 Þ is given to A.

2

sx=at

Þðg1
1

Þ

235
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Query phase II: A continues to issue all oracle queries as
in query phase I and subject to the same constraints.
Guess: A submits a guess d0 for d.
This completes description of the game. If d0 ¼ d, B will
output l0 ¼ 0, indicating that the given tuple is a valid VDDH tuple. Otherwise, B outputs l0 ¼ 1, indicating that the
given tuple is a random one.
Suppose there exists a PPT algorithm that can solve VDDH with advantage . The total advantage of B is given
1
0
1
0
1
by
2 Pr½l ¼ ljl ¼ 1 þ 2 Pr½l ¼ ljl ¼ 0  2 ¼


1 1
11
1
1
2 2 þ  þ 2 2  2 ¼ 2 . However, we know from [7] that
V-DDH is intractable. Hence, we conclude that there does
not exist an adversary that can break the scheme with nonnegligible probability.

Table 1. Generic construction of E-HKAS using GPRE.
E-HKAS

Initialize
Derive
EdgeDelete

EdgeNew

ExcepTrans

UnExcepTrans

ExcepAS

UnExcepAS

Delegate

UnDelegate

5. Concrete E-HKAS using the proposed GPRE
scheme
As discussed in section 1.2, enforcing a hierarchical
access control policy using group encryption leads to efficient key derivation and dynamic update operations. GPRE,
a novel primitive extended from group encryption, efficiently enforces all explicit policy exceptions in the hierarchy. Table 1 summarizes a generic construction of the
proposed E-HKAS using procedures of our proposed GPRE
scheme. In this section, we first present our concrete construction of the proposed E-HKAS by employing procedures of the proposed GPRE scheme. Later, we discuss how
the proposed E-HKAS enforces explicit policy exceptions
in some parts (specified by the data owner) of hierarchy
while preserving the hierarchical structure in rest of the
hierarchy. Finally, we analyse performance of the proposed
E-HKAS and compare its efficiency to those of existing
HKAS solutions both with and without explicit policy
exceptions.

GPRE procedures
- SetGroups
ð1k Þ ! params; MSK; MPK; fski g
8SCA 2 S do:
- KeyGen ðparams; AÞ ! fPKA ; SKA g
- Enc(PKA ; ekA Þ ! CA
Each SCi 2 GA does the following:
- Dec ðski ; CA Þ ! ekA
To delete an edge ðSCA ; SCl Þ, SCA  SCl :
- Execute: GroupLeave(A, l)
- For each SCi  SCA : GroupLeave(i, l)
To add a new edge ðSCA ; SCd Þ, SCA  SCd :
- Execute: GroupJoin(A, d)
- For each SCi  SCA : GroupJoin(i, l)
To enforce transitive exception in
SCi  SCj  SCk , do:
- GroupLeave(i, k)
To revoke transitive exception in
{SCi ; SCj ; SCk }, do:
- GroupJoin(i, k)
To enforce anti-symmetric exception in
SCi  SCj so that SCj  SCi , do:
- GroupJoin(j, i)
To enforce anti-symmetric exception in
fSCi ; SCj g so that SCj §SCi do:
- GroupLeave(j, i)
If SCA wishes to delegate with
descendant(s)
safety to SCB , do:
- ReKeyGen ðSKA ; SKB Þ ! RKA!B
- ReEnc ðRKA!B ; CA Þ ! CB
- Dec ðski ; CB Þ ! ekA , where SCi 2 GB
If GA wishes to revoke delegation to GB :
- Update ekA to ekA0 and SKA to SKA0
- Publish PKA0 and CA0
Enc(PKA0 ; ekA0 Þ

5.1 Concrete construction
In this section, we use procedures of the concrete construction of the proposed GPRE scheme CH
G to construct our
H
proposed E-HKAS PðS;Þ .
5.1a Initialize(1k )! par; f8SCi 2 S; ðpki ; ski Þg: For a set
of security classes S and the given hierarchical structure,
this procedure is executed as follows:
Step-1

Execute SetGroups ð1k Þ of CH
G , where k is the
security parameter input to the procedure
Initialize, to output
{params, MSK, MPK} as described in
procedure SetGroups of section 4.1.
(b) jSj distinct constant-length secret keys SK1 ;
SK2 ; . . .; SKjSj as described in procedure
SetGroups of section 4.1 and 8SCi 2 S,
initialize class secret key with the group
member’s secret key, i.e., ski ¼ SKi .
For i 2 f1; 2; . . .; jSjg, do the following:

(a)

Step-2

Form an access group Gi corresponding to
SCi where
Gi ¼ fSCi g [ fSCj ; such thatSCi  SCj g.
(b) For access group Gi , execute KeyGen
ðparams; iÞ to output group public key PKi
and group public parameter wi as described
in procedure KeyGen of section 4.1.
For i 2 f1; 2; . . .; jSjg, secretly compute jSj
distinct class encryption keys eki by uniform and
(a)

Step-3

random selection from G2 , i.e., eki

$

G2 .
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Step-4

Execute Enc ðPKi ; eki Þ to output Ci , ciphertext
corresponding to eki and under group public key
PKi as described in procedure Enc of
section 4.1.
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5.1d EdgeNew ðSCA ; SCl Þ: To insert a new edge
ðSCA ; SCl Þ where SCA  SCl (which means SCl 2 GA ), do
the following.
Step-1

Finally, output par ¼ fparamsg [ fMPKg and 8SCi 2 S :
ðpki ; ski Þ where pki ¼ fPKi ; wi ; Ci g and ski ¼ SKi . Here,
par is stored on the global public storage, collection pki is
stored as the public bulletin entry corresponding to SCi
and ski is delivered to SCi via a secure communication
channel.

Step-2

Download pkj ¼ fPKj ; wj ; Cj g from the public
bulletin and extract Cj ¼ EncðPKj ; ekj Þ from it.
Execute Dec ðski ; Cj Þ to obtain underlying
plaintext corresponding to Cj , that is, ekj .

Correctness
Because SCj  SCi , the relation SCi 2 Gj also holds.
Therefore, Dec ðski ; Cj Þ translates to decryption of ciphertext intended for group Gj using secret key of one of its
members. Hence, by correctness property of the proposed
GPRE scheme

(b)

5.1c EdgeDelete ðSCA ; SCl Þ: To delete an edge
ðSCA ; SCl Þ where SCA  SCl (which means SCl 2 GA ), do
the following.
Step-1

For each SCi 2 fSCA g [ fSCj : SCj  SCA g (that
is, SCA and all its descendants), do the following:
(a)

(b)

Execute GroupLeave(i, l) as described in
section 4.1 to remove SCl from Gi and
output updated group public parameters PKi0
and w0i to preserve forward secrecy as
described in GroupLeave.
Select an updated class encryption key
$

(c)

eki0 G2 for SCi and compute the
corresponding ciphertext Ci0
EncðPKi0 ; eki0 Þ as described in section 4.1.
Update the public bulletin entry pki
corresponding to SCi as pki0 ¼ fPKi0 ; w0i ; Ci0 g.

Execute GroupJoin(i, l) as described in
section 4.1 to add SCl to group Gi and
output updated group public parameters PKi0
and w0i to preserve backward secrecy as
described in GroupJoin.
Select an updated class encryption key
$

(c)

eki0 G2 for SCi and compute the
corresponding ciphertext Ci0
EncðPKi0 ; eki0 Þ as described in section 4.1.
Update the public bulletin entry pki
corresponding to SCi as pki0 ¼ fPKi0 ; w0i ; Ci0 g.

5.1e ExcepTrans ðSCi ; SCj ; SCk Þ: Before executing this
procedure, SCi  SCj , SCj  SCk and SCi  SCk means
that SCj 2 Gi , SCk 2 Gj and SCk 2 Gi . To enforce explicit
transitive exception such that SCi  SCj , SCj  SCk but
SCi §SCk , do the following:
Step-1

Execute GroupLeave(i, k) as described in
section 4.1 to remove SCk from group Gi and
output updated group public parameters PKi0 and
w0i to preserve forward secrecy as described in
GroupLeave.

Step-2

Select an updated class encryption key eki0 G2
for SCi and compute the corresponding ciphertext
Ci0
EncðPKi0 ; eki0 Þ as described in section 4.1.
Update the public bulletin entry pki corresponding
to SCi as pki0 ¼ fPKi0 ; w0i ; Ci0 g.

Decðski ; Cj Þ ¼ Decðski ; EncðPKj ; ekj ÞÞ
¼ ekj :
In other words, correctness of Derive follows from correctness of Dec of group encryption discussed in section 4.1. Whereas if SCj  SCi , which means SCi 62 Gj ,
IND-GPRE-CPA security proved in Theorem 1 means that
output of the procedure Dec ðski ; Cj Þ is independent of
class encryption key ekj encrypted under group public key
PKj of Gj .

For each SCi 2 SCA [ fSCj : SCj  SCA g (that is,
SCA and all its descendants), do the following:
(a)

5.1b Derive(ski ; SCj )! ekj : Any user in class SCi can
derive the valid class encryption key ekj of SCj if and only
if SCj  SCi as follows:
Step-1

235

Step-3

$

Security class SCk continues to remain member of access
group Gj and SCj remains member of Gi . Hence the relations SCj  SCk and SCi  SCj continues to hold.
5.1f UnExcepTrans ðSCi ; SCj ; SCk Þ: With security classes SCi ; SCj ; SCk where SCi  SCj , SCj  SCk but
SCi §SCk as input, this procedure revokes the transitive
exception, so that SCi  SCj SCj  SCk and SCi  SCk ,
using the following steps:
Step-1

Execute GroupJoin(i, k) as described in
section 4.1 to add SCk in group Gi and output
updated group public parameters PKi0 and w0i to
preserve backward secrecy as described in
GroupLeave.

Step-2

Select an updated class encryption key eki0 G2
for SCi and compute the corresponding ciphertext
Ci0
EncðPKi0 ; eki0 Þ as described in section 4.1.
Update the public bulletin entry pki corresponding
to SCi as pki0 ¼ fPKi0 ; w0i ; Ci0 g.

Step-3

$

235
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After these steps, SCk becomes a member of Gi . Hence, the
relations SCi  SCk holds.

Step-2

5.1g ExcepAS ðSCi ; SCj Þ: If SCi  SCj , it implies that
SCj 2 Gi . However, due to anti-symmetric requirement of
the hierarchy, SCj §SCi or SCi 62 Gj . To enforce explicit
anti-symmetric exception so that SCi  SCj and SCj  SCi
for SCi 6¼ SCj , do:
Step-1

Step-2

Step-3

Execute GroupJoin(j, i) as described in
section 4.1 to add SCi in group Gj and output
updated group public parameters PKj0 and w0j to
preserve backward secrecy as described in
GroupLeave.
$

Select an updated class encryption key ekj0 G2
for SCj and compute the corresponding
ciphertext Cj0
EncðPKj0 ; ekj0 Þ as described in
section 4.1.
Update the public bulletin entry pkj corresponding
to SCj as pkj0 ¼ fPKj0 ; w0j ; Cj0 g.

Step-1

Step-2

Step-3

Execute GroupLeave(j, i) as described in
section 4.1 to remove SCi from group Gj and
output updated group public parameters PKj0 and
w0j to preserve forward secrecy as described in
GroupLeave.
$

Select an updated class encryption key ekj0 G2
for SCj and compute the corresponding
ciphertext Cj0
EncðPKj0 ; ekj0 Þ as described in
section 4.1.
Update the public bulletin entry pkj corresponding
to SCj as pkj0 ¼ fPKj0 ; w0j ; Cj0 g.

After these steps, SCi cannot decrypt encryptions for the
group Gj (or SCj ). Therefore, SCj §SCi holds.
5.1i Delegate ðSCi ; SCj Þ: To delegate decryption rights
of SCi to SCj subject to the condition that despite being
able to access SCi , SCj cannot access any SCl where
SCl  SCi (SCi ’s descendant(s)), this procedure works as
follows.
Step-1

Execute ReKeyGen ðski ; skj Þ, as described in
section 4.2, with class secret keys of SCi and SCj
as input to output re-encryption key RKi!j and
store it on the public bulletin.

Extract Ci from pki stored on the public
bulletin.
(b) Execute ReEnc ðRKi!j ; Ci Þ, described in
section 4.2, to output the re-encrypted
ciphertext Cj .
A user in class SCj executes Dec(skj ; Cj ),
described in section 4.1, to obtain the underlying
plaintext corresponding to Cj , which is eki .
(a)

Step-3

As a result of the steps given earlier, class encryption key
eki of SCi is accessible to users in SCj (class delegation).
However, encryption key(s) of none of the descendants of
SCi can be accessed by users in SCj (descendant(s) safety).
5.1j UnDelegate ðSCi ; SCj Þ: To revoke class delegation
with descendant(s) safety enforced using Delegate, this
procedure executes the following steps:
Step-1

After these steps, SCi can successfully decrypt encryptions
for the group Gj (or SCj ). Therefore, SCj  SCi holds.
5.1h UnExcepAS ðSCi ; SCj Þ: If both SCi  SCj and
SCj  SCi hold (anti-symmetric exception), it implies that
SCi 2 Gj and SCj 2 Gi . To revoke the anti-symmetric
exception, so that SCj §SCi in the updated hierarchy, do the
following:

To delegate from SCi to SCj with
descendant(s) safety:

Select a new group secret key SKi0 for access
group Gi (or security class SCi ) through random
$

Step-2

Step-3

Step-4

selection from Zp , that is, SKi0 Zp . Transmit SKi0
securely to SCi , which updates the class secret key
ski0 ¼ SKi0 .
Compute the corresponding updated group public
key PKi0 and group public parameter w0i for group
Gi using procedure KeyGen as described in
section 4.1.
$

Select an updated class encryption key eki0 G2
for SCi and compute the corresponding ciphertext
Ci0
EncðPKi0 ; eki0 Þ as described in section 4.1.
Update the class public parameters pki0 ¼
fPKi0 ; w0i ; Ci0 g corresponding to SCi and store the
updated value pki0 on the public bulletin.

At the end of this procedure, the re-encryption/delegation
key RKi!j gets invalidated, since the public key pki of the
delegator class SCi is updated without any updates to the reencryption key. As a result, anything encrypted under pki0
cannot be re-encrypted using the same old RKi!j .

5.2 Discussion
We consider an example and discuss system operation (key
assignment and key derivation with flexibility) of the proposed E-HKAS. Through this example, we show how
hierarchical structure is preserved using the proposed
strategy. Also, we informally discuss various security
aspects of the proposed E-HKAS.
5.2a Key assignment and key derivation: For analysing
correctness of key derivation, we show with an example
that in the proposed E-HKAS, a security class SCi can
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access an encryption key ekj if and only if SCj  SCi . For
this, we show that the following three requirements (R1 , R2
and R3 ) are satisfied.
R1 : Each SCi 2 S can access the encryption key eki
R2 : If SCj  SCi then SCi can access ekj and
R3 : If SCj  SCi , then SCi cannot access ekj .
Consider
an
access
hierarchy
with
S¼
fSC1 ; SC2 ; SC3 ; SC4 g whose Hasse diagram (POSET representation) and graph representation with descriptive
edges are given in figure 3(a) and (b), respectively. Each
directional edge ðSCi ; SCj Þ in figure 3(b), represented by an
arrow from SCi to SCj , implies that SCj  SCi (or SCi can
access SCj ), whereas, in figure 3(a), an edge ðSCi ; SCj Þ
implies that SCj can access SCi and all its descendants. The
proposed E-HKAS models the access control policy P in
the
hierarchy
of
figure 3
as
a
collection
P ¼ fG1 ; G2 ; G3 ; G4 g, where each Gi for i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g is
formed using the relation in Eq. (2), that is
G1 ¼fSC1 g; G2 ¼ fSC1 ; SC2 g; G3 ¼ fSC1 ; SC2 ; SC3 g;
G4 ¼fSC1 ; SC2 ; SC4 g:
The group public information fpk1 ; pk2 ; pk3 ; pk4 g corresponding to each group is stored on the public bulletin as
shown in figure 3(c). Each class SCi can access a message
encrypted under PKj if SCi 2 Gj .
Firstly, it can be seen that 8i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g; SCi is a
member of Gi . Therefore, by correctness requirement of
GPRE
analysed
in
section 4.1,
Dec
ðski ; EncðPKi ; eki ÞÞ ¼ eki . Hence, SCi can access eki ,
which means requirement R1 is satisfied.
Suppose SC1 wishes to access ek3 . Since SC1 2 G3 , by
the correctness requirement of the proposed GPRE scheme,
Dec ðsk1 ; EncðPK3 ; ek3 ÞÞ ¼ ek3 holds. Hence R2 is
satisfied.

(a)

235

Finally, consider that SC3 wishes to access ek2 . Since
SC3 62 G2 , by correctness requirement of the proposed
GPRE scheme, Dec ðsk3 ; EncðPK2 ; ek2 ÞÞ ¼?. This is
because a non-member cannot decrypt the encryptions
intended for an access group. Hence requirement R3 is
satisfied.
Since R1 , R2 and R3 hold true, the proposed E-HKAS
satisfies the correctness requirement and preserves the
hierarchical structure of the access control model.
5.2b Security of class encryption key: Atallah et al [1]
proposed two early security notions, called ‘‘security
against KR’’ and ‘‘KI’’ for hierarchical key assignment. The
notion of KI, which is considered more practical than KR,
was further refined by Freire et al [24] into strong key
indistniguishability (SKI). However later, Castiglione et al
[25] formally established that the notion of SKI is not
stronger than KI. We informally discuss how the proposed
E-HKAS satisfies KI if the underlying GPRE scheme is
IND-GPRE-CPA secure.
KI captures inability of a probabilistic polynomial time
(PPT) adversary to distinguish encryption key eki of a
given target security class SCi (decided by the adversary)
from a random bit-string q such that jeki j ¼ jqj. As part of
the state and corruption information to be queried prior to
deciding SCi , the adversary can access all public information and class secret keys of all descendant security classes
of SCi .
By construction, encryption key eki corresponding to any
class SCi is encrypted for Gi using Enc of the proposed
GPRE scheme. Also, corrupting any security class SCi that
is a descendant of SCi is equivalent to corrupting nonmembers of the group Gi . Hence, distinguishing eki from a
random bit-string of same length is reduced to distinguishing the output of Enc(PKi ; eki ). However, due to INDGPRE-CPA security of the proposed GPRE scheme established formally in Theorem 1, distinguishing encryptions
corresponding to the two messages m0 ; m1 of same length is
computationally infeasible for a PPT adversary. If m0 ¼
eki and m1 ¼ q, IND-GPRE-CPA security directly implies
KI security of the proposed E-HKAS. Therefore, the
proposed E-HKAS is secure under KI given that the
underlying GPRE scheme is secure under IND-GPRE-CPA
security notion given in Definition 4. Since IND-GPRECPA security of the proposed GPRE scheme CH
G has been
formally proved in Theorem 1, we can say that the
proposed E-HKAS PH
ðS;Þ is secure under KI.

(b)

(c)
Figure 3. (a) Hasse diagram of the initial access hierarchy,
(b) initial hierarchy with descriptive edges and (c) public bulletin
after initial key assignment.

5.2c Security of dynamic updates: As we have seen in the
concrete construction of the proposed E-HKAS given in
section 5.1, enforcing dynamic updates EdgeNew and
EdgeDelete involves execution(s) of GroupJoin and
GroupLeave, respectively. It has been shown in section 4.1 that the procedures GroupJoin and GroupLeave
of the proposed GPRE scheme satisfy backward and forward secrecy requirements, respectively.

235
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(a)

i 2 f2; 3; 4g. Due to forward secrecy property of procedure
GroupLeave, SC1 cannot correctly decrypt any Ci0 to
obtain the underlying updated encryption key eki0 for
i 2 f2; 3; 4g. An example of adding back the edge
ðSC2 ; SC1 Þ into the hierarchy has the same procedure
except that it executes GroupJoin instead of GroupLeave
of the proposed GPRE scheme. Backward secrecy of
GroupJoin implies that SC1 is unable to access encryptions
intended for fSC2 ; SC3 ; SC4 g prior to invoking the procedure EdgeNew ðSC2 ; SC1 Þ.

(b)

5.3 Performance analysis and comparison

(c)
Figure 4. (a) Hasse diagram of hierarchy with edge ðSC2 ; SC1 Þ
deleted, (b) corresponding updated hierarchy with directed edges
ðSC1 ; SC2 Þ; ðSC1 ; SC3 Þ and ðSC1 ; SC4 Þ deleted and (c) public
bulletin after deleting ðSC2 ; SC1 Þ.

As an example, consider that in the hierarchy of figure 4,
edge ðSC2 ; SC1 Þ where SC2  SC1 has to be deleted. In the
updated hierarchy, SC1 should not have designated access
to encryption keys corresponding to SC2 , SC3 and SC4 .
Hence, class SC1 , which was initially a simultaneous
member of G2 ; G3 and G4 , has to be ‘‘securely’’ removed
from these three groups. For this, the data owner individually updates the public parameters corresponding to these
groups to ðPK20 ; w02 Þ, ðPK30 ; w03 Þ and ðPK40 ; w04 Þ as described
in procedure GroupLeave of section 4.1. Data owners also
choose new unique and random encryption keys ek20 , ek30 ,
ek40 and encrypt them under PK20 ; PK30 and PK40 to output
C20 ; C30 ; C40 , respectively, using procedure Enc described in
section 4.1. Now, data owners assign updated public
parameters pki0 ¼ fPKi0 ; w0i ; Ci0 g for each SCi such that

In this section, we discuss applicability of the proposed
E-HKAS through both theoretical and practical analyses.
We compare performance of various procedures of the
proposed E-HKAS to those of traditional HKAS solutions
without explicit policy exceptions in table 2. The comparison shows that while the proposed E-HKAS features a
constant-time key derivation procedure, it also satisfies all
other desirable efficiency requirements defined for traditional HKAS. Thus, the proposed E-HKAS requires constant number of public-key operations for key derivation,
and linear overall public storage with each class having to
store a secret key of constant length. We stress that none of
the schemes compared in table 2 enforces any explicit
policy exception.
Table 3 presents comparison of existing flexible HKASs
[4–6] with ours with respect to general characteristics. We
omit the comparison of the scheme of Yeh et al [2] as it has
been proved to be insecure by Hwang [23]. We observe that
there is trade-off between cost of key derivation and cost of
enforcing explicit policy exceptions. Ours is the only one

Table 2. Comparison of the proposed E-HKAS with existing traditional HKAS solutions.

Scheme
Atallah et al [1]
Santis et al [26]
Freire et al [24]
Chen et al [19]
Tang et al [20]
Pareek and Purushothama [21]
Chen and Tzeng [22]
E-HKAS

# Private keys
per class
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
7

# Public
components
ne þ ln
ðne þ 2nÞl
2
ne þ 2n
n2 þ 1
4n þ ne
5n þ n2
7n

Key derivation
cost
dðtDecDES þ tPRG Þ
ðd þ 2ÞtDecDES
ðd þ 1ÞtPRG
dtmp þ tm þ te
2tPRG þ ð4d þ 2Þtm þ ð2d þ 1Þta
ðd þ 2Þte þ tm
2tm þ te þ 2tb
3tm þ 2tb

Supports
dynamics?y
4
4
7
4
4
4
4
4

d represents maximum of all the distances between two classes (depth),
n denotes the number of classes and ne the number of edges,
l denotes the encrypted block size, output of the DES algorithm,
tDecDES is the computation cost required to decrypt a DES encrypted block of message,
tPRG is the computation cost required to compute a Pseudo-Random Number Generator,
ta ; tm ; te ; tb ; tmp : time-costs for one modulo addition, multiplication, exponentiation, bilinear pairing and multilinear pairing, respectively,
y does not require updating the whole hierarchy.

Explicit
exceptions?
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
4
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Table 3. General comparison of proposed E-HKAS with the existing HKAS supporting policy exceptions.
Characteristics

Lin et al [4]

Chang and Chang [5]

7
4
4
4
7
4
RSA

Constant key derivation cost
Linear public storage
Constant ExcepTrans cost
Constant ExcepAS cost
Support for class delegation
Localized effect of updates
Secure under assumption

Chang [6]

4
7
7
7
7
7
C. R. Hash

4
7
7
7
7
7
C. R. Hash

E-HKAS
4
4
4
4
4
4
V-DDH

C. R. Hash stands for collision-resistant hash function.
V-DDH stands for the V-Decisional Diffie–Hellman assumption.

Table 4. Comparison of computation efficiency.

Scheme
Lin et al [4]
Chang and Chang [5]
Chang [6]
E-HKAS

Derivation
cost
dte þ tm
tH þ tX
3tH þ tm
3tb þ te þ 3tm

Edge
delete/add

Anti-symmetric
exception

OðnÞðte þ tm Þ
Oðn2d ÞðtH þ tX Þ
Oðn2d Þðtm þ 2tH Þ
nd ðtb þ 4te þ 4tm Þ

Oðna Þðte þ tm Þ
Oðnd ÞðtH þ tX Þ
Oðnd Þðtm þ 2tH Þ
tb þ 4te þ 4tm

Transitive
exception
Oðna Þðte þ tm Þ
Oðnd ÞðtH þ tX Þ
Oðnd Þðtm þ 2tH Þ
tb þ 4te þ 4tm

Class
delegation
NA
NA
NA
tb þ 3te þ 8tm

nd and na are the number of descendants and ancestors of the class incident to the deleted/added edge, respectively;
tp ; te ; tm ; tX and tH are the time-costs of a bilinear pairing, modular exponentiation, multiplication, XOR operation and a hash function, respectively.

that features constant key derivation cost and constant cost
for enforcing explicit policy exceptions. The main reason
for this is constant group update cost of the underlying
group encryption scheme.
Table 4 compares time-costs of various operations
involved in the HKAS with explicit policy exceptions.
Table 5 compares our E-HKAS with the existing HKAS
with policy exceptions in terms of storage efficiency. We
stress that ours is the only one that satisfies all performance
requirements given by Atallah et al [1] – constant-length
secret keys, linear public storage overhead and constant
number of asymmetric key operations. Proposed E-HKAS
requires O(n) public storage, constant-length secret key
with a key derivation procedure that requires constant
number of public-key cryptography operations to be performed by class users. However, the scheme by Lin et al [4]
requires the class users to perform O(d) asymmetric-key
cryptography operations for a hierarchy of depth d. To
enforce one explicit transitive and anti-symmetric exception in an on-demand manner, their scheme requires public
parameters corresponding to all ancestors classes of the
affected class to be updated by the data owner. The
schemes by Chang and Chang [5] and Chang [6] feature
more efficient key derivation procedures than that of Lin
et al. However, it requires public parameters to be stored
for each relation, which is tightly bounded by Oðn2 Þ where
n is the number of classes. Storing Oðn2 Þ public parameters
results in impractical computation burden for ensuring
secure dynamic update(s) in the hierarchy. Enforcing an
explicit anti-symmetric or transitive exception requires

Table 5. Comparison of storage efficiency.

Scheme

# Class
secrets

Lin et al [4]
Chang and Chang [5]
Chang [6]
E-HKAS

O(1)
O(1)
O(1)
O(1)

Overall public
storage
 
mZp 
Oðn2 ÞjG1j
Oðn2 ÞZp  þ 4njG1 j
 
nð5jG1 j þ jG2 j þ Zp Þ

n and m are the number of classes and number of edges in the hierarchy,
respectively.
 
jG1 j; jG2 j and Zp  are the size of components from G1 ; G2 and Zp ,
respectively.

updating public parameters corresponding to each ancestor
and each descendant of the affected security class. On the
other hand, the proposed E-HKAS enforces transitive and
anti-symmetric exceptions in an on-demand manner using
procedures that require constant time irrespective of the
number of ancestors/descendants of the affected class.
Also, the proposed E-HKAS is the only one that explicitly
enforces class delegation with descendant(s) safety.
We implemented the proposed E-HKAS using Pairingbased Cryptography (PBC) library 1 on a system supporting
4 GB RAM, Intel Core i3 processor, having 64-bit Ubuntu
16.04 LTS. The data owner and all security classes have the
same system configuration. The results of implementation
are shown in figure 5. Initial key assignment in the
1

https://crypto.stanford.edu/pbc/.
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1
0.8
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0.4
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9
6
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Figure 5. (a) Time-cost of initialization with number of classes and average number of ancestors (na ) of each class, (b) time-cost of
dynamic updates (edge delete/addition) with number of classes and average number of descendants (nd ) of each class and (c) time-costs
of key derivation and enforcing policy exceptions with average number of descendants (nd ) of each class.

hierarchy requires formation of access groups and generation of public-secret key-pairs for each security class.
Formation of groups requires computational efforts linear
in the number of group members na (ancestors of a given
class). Variation of time-cost of one execution of the procedure Initialize with respect to the number of classes with
different average numbers of ancestors is shown in figure 5(a). Clearly, time-cost when na ¼ n=10 is higher
compared with the cost when na ¼ n=20. Variation of timecost for carrying out an EdgeDelete or EdgeNew operation with respect to the number of descendants is depicted
in figure 5(b). Time required for dynamic updates when
nd ¼ n=10 and nd ¼ n=20 are both in acceptable limits.
Finally, variation of time-costs for key-derivation and
enforcing all three explicit policy exceptions (anti-symmetric exception, transitive exception and class delegation
with descendant(s) safety) is presented in figure 5(c). The
costs of carrying out dynamic updates and explicit policy
exceptions remain constant with respect to n as well as nd .
Also, all these three costs are within the acceptable limits.
Therefore, implementation results reflect practical applicability of the proposed E-HKAS for both individual users
in security classes as well as the data owner.

6. Conclusions
Flexibility of an access control model with practical safety is
an important requirement that affects its applicability in
practical scenarios. In this paper, we have proposed E-HKAS
that efficiently enforces explicit transitive and anti-symmetric
exceptions in a dynamic hierarchy of security classes with
constant computation overhead per exception on the data
owner. Additionally, E-HKAS enforces class delegation with
descendant(s) safety, which is our new practically motivated
flexibility requirement. To realize E-HKAS, we have proposed a primitive called GPRE and presented a generic construction of E-HKAS using GPRE. Also, we have proposed a
concrete IND-CPA-secure GPRE scheme and proved its

security. Performance analyses suggest that the proposed
E-HKAS is the only one that efficiently enforces all policy
exceptions in a dynamic hierarchy while satisfying all desirable performance requirements. In particular, the costs of
enforcing policy exceptions are constant with respect to the
number of descendants or ancestors of a security class. The
proposed E-HKAS is proved to be secure under V-DDH
assumption in standard model whose hardness can be reduced
to that of DDH (Decisional Diffie–Hellman) assumption.
E-HKAS does not assume anything apart from the standard
model.
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